Android application (app) stores contain a huge number of apps, which are manually classified based on the apps' descriptions into various categories. However, the predefined categories or apps descriptions are usually not very accurate to reflect the real functionalities of apps, thereby leading to misclassify the apps, which may cause serious security issues and unreliability problem in the app store. Therefore, the automatic app classification is an important demand to construct a secure, reliable, integrated, and easy to navigate app store. In this paper, we propose an effective method called AndroClass to automatically classify apps based on their real functionalities by using rich and comprehensive features representing the actual functionalities of the apps. AndroClass performs three steps of feature extraction, feature refinement, and classification. In the feature extraction step, we extract 14 various features for each app by utilizing a unified tool suite. In the feature refinement step, we apply Random Forest algorithm to refine the features. In the classification step, we combine refined features into a single one and AndroClass is equipped with K-Nearest Neighbor, Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, and Deep Neural Network to classify apps. On the contrary to the existing methods, all the utilized features in AndroClass are stable and clearly represent the actual functionalities of the app, AndroClass does not pose any issues to the user privacy, and our method can be applied to classify unreleased or newly released apps. The results of extensive experiments with two real-world datasets and a dataset constructed by human experts demonstrate the effectiveness of AndroClass where the classification accuracy of AndroClass with the latter dataset is 83.5%.
Introduction
Nowadays, smartphones are playing an important role in our lives by providing rich functionalities that allow users to perform different activities such as playing games, browsing the Internet, using navigation services, doing online shopping, and checking the bank balance [1] [2] [3] [4] . A smartphone is equipped with an operating system such as Android, BlackBerry, iOS, and Windows Mobile, while among these operating systems, Android is the fastest growing one [3, [5] [6] [7] [8] . Due to the popularity of Android smartphones, Android applications (in short, apps) are also rapidly growing in the number and variety distributed via app stores such as the official Google Play Store (http://play.google.com/apps), Amazon App Store (https://www.amazon.com), and APKPure (https://apkpure.com) [4, [9] [10] [11] .
In order to develop Android apps, Java programming language is usually used while other languages like C/C++ are also supported. Java code is compiled and converted into one or more Dalvik executable bytecode files (if the total number of methods referenced in an app exceeds 65536, the app is converted to multiple DEX files [12] ), which is run on the Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM) or the Android runtime (ART) implemented for limited resource environments such 2 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing as smartphones. The structure of a typical app is as follows. AndroidManifest.xml is an XML file holds meta information about the app (hereafter, manifest information) such as the required security permissions. The classes.dex file contains the Dalvik executable bytecode of the app. The resources.arsc file contains precompiled application resources in a binary format. The res folder contains different resources required by the app to run. The META-INF folder contains the app's digital signature and the developer certificate. The lib folder contains the compiled code specific to a software layer of a processor. The assets folder contains app's assets such as license information and FAQ. All the aforementioned files and folders are packaged into a single Android Package (APK), which is an archive file type easily extractable by any archiving software [1, 6, 13] .
In the literature, significant attentions have been paid to the topic of malware detection such as the studies in [1, 6, 7, 9, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . However, very fewer efforts have been devoted to the classification of apps. Google Play Store contains nearly a million apps providing different functionalities; to facilitate browsing and searching of the apps, they are classified into various categories such as tools, music, social media, and browsers [26] [27] [28] [29] . This categorization is helpful for both users and developers in different aspects. The users can browse the appropriate category to find the relevant apps to their needs [27, 30] . In the case of developers, they can decide what functionalities they should provide in their own app and determine what common problems or bugs they should be aware of by considering the other apps belonging to the same category [31, 32] .
In the app store, the appropriate category for an app is manually selected by the developers or store managers based on the app's description [27, 28, 31] . This is not only a timeconsuming task [26, 31] but it may also lead to misclassify the apps since the predefined categories or descriptions in the store are usually not very accurate to reflect the real functionalities of apps [26, 29] . As a result, the manual classification may cause different problems in the app stores as follows. First, the serious security issues may affect the app store since the classification process can easily be manipulated by malware developers to evade the malware detection through assigning the malware to an unrelated category [26, 27] . Second, users have difficulties to find their required apps and also may be persuaded to install the apps or pay for the ones that do not provide users' expected functionalities [27] . Therefore, the automatic app classification is an important demand to construct an integrated, easy to navigate, reliable, and secure app store where the appropriate category is automatically assigned to an app based on its real functionalities before the app is officially released in the store.
We note that a category defines the functionalities of its belonging apps in an abstract way [3, 26, 27] ; therefore, we need to take advantage of those features that reflect the actual functionalities of the apps in classification. As explained before, APK files contain rich sources of information such as the AndroidManifest.xml file that holds meta information about the app (e.g., permissions, hardware, and software components) and the DEX file that contains the app's bytecode (holding API calls, etc.). For app classification, the features can be extracted from this very helpful and unique information; as an example, an app cannot send SMS, read contacts, or access camera without requesting special permissions and invoking appropriate APIs. In other words, permissions and API calls can clearly capture the app's behaviors and functionalities [1, 22, 24, 33] .
In this paper, we propose an effective method called AndroClass to automatically classify Android apps based on their real functionalities by taking advantage of rich and comprehensive features representing the actual functionalities of the apps. AndroClass performs three orthogonal steps of feature extraction, feature refinement, and classification. In the feature extraction step, we extract 14 various features for each app containing API packages, API classes, API methods, and API-method full signatures from the DEX file; permissions, hardware or software components, activities, services, broadcast receivers, content providers, actions, and categories from the Manifest.xml file along with strings and their name attribute from the strings.xml file. However, for simplicity without losing generality, we summarize all these features into the three types as API calls, manifest information, and strings. Consequently, an app is represented as three separate binary vectors, A-vector, M-vector, and S-vector, containing the aforementioned feature types, respectively. For each of the API calls and manifest information, we consider multiple candidates and select the one that shows the best effectiveness in classification as the final representative of the target feature type. Our AndroClass does not utilize any third-party tools to extract the features; instead, we developed a unified tool suite to mine APK files and the Android platform, thereby obtaining useful information and extracting features from them.
In the feature refinement step, we apply embedded models [34] by utilizing Random Forest algorithm [35] to refine the feature values in A-vectors, M-vectors, and S-vectors separately and select the feature values that are useful for classification. In the classification step, we combine features that are already refined into a single feature; consequently, an app is represented as a single binary feature vector, F-vector. Then, we apply four well-known classification algorithms as K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Deep Neural Network (DNN) to classify apps into their appropriate categories; to the best of our knowledge, AndroClass is the first method which applies DNN to app classification.
On the contrary to the existing methods proposed in [4, [26] [27] [28] [29] 36] , our employed datasets have a large number of fine-grained categories, all the utilized features in AndroClass are stable and clearly represent the actual functionalities of the app, AndroClass does not need to access the users' smartphones for feature extraction and thereby does not pose any issues to the user privacy, our method can be applied to classify unreleased or newly released apps as well, and AndroClass does not utilize existing third-party tools for feature extraction. In Sections 2 and 3.5, we discuss these issues in detail. In addition to app classification, AndroClass can be applied to malware detection and malware classification (i.e., detecting the malware family) as well (we note that the malware detection and malware classification topics are out of the scope of our paper. As a part of our future work, we plan to extensively study and evaluate the effectiveness of applying AndroClass to the aforementioned topics). We demonstrate the effectiveness of our AndroClass by conducting extensive experiments with two real-world datasets, Google and APKPure (i.e., constructed based on Google Play Store and APKPure, respectively) and a dataset constructed by human experts and also employing evaluation measures of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score [37] . We note that, in this paper, we focus on classification effectiveness than efficiency for the following reasons. First, app stores are seriously suffering from misclassification [3] ; therefore, in this paper, we propose an automatic classification method with a reasonable effectiveness. Second, it is possible to improve the classification efficiency through different software and hardware solutions such as employing distributed computing techniques or using special machines. Third, constructing the app classification model is not a real-time task, and the app store manager does not have to reconstruct the model whenever a new app is released in the store; the model can be updated periodically while the previous model is still in use.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(i) We propose AndroClass to automatically classify Android apps based on their real functionalities.
(ii) We take advantage of and evaluate 14 rich and comprehensive features in classification that represent the actual behaviors and functionalities of the apps.
(iii) We conduct extensive experiments with three different datasets of apps each of which contains fine-grained categories.
(iv) To the best of our knowledge, AndroClass is the first method applies DNN to app classification and employs a datasets constructed by human experts to carefully evaluate the effectiveness of classification.
(v) We develop a unified tool suite that covers our entire requirements in feature extraction without utilizing the existing third-party tools.
Related Work
Reference [4] proposes a method to classify apps where strings, permissions, rating, number of rating, and the size of apps are used as features for training different classification algorithms. The size of the employed dataset is very small (i.e., only 820 app and 7 categories) (in our manual dataset, we have smaller number of apps (i.e., 364) but bigger number of categories, which means we have tried to carefully evaluate AndroClass with a fine-grained categorized dataset). Also, some of the features such as ratings, number of ratings, and the sizes of the apps are not suitable for app classification since they do not represent the app's functionalities. The ratings and number of ratings reflect the user satisfaction (i.e., the quality of the provided functionalities by the app) and the number of users who have rated the app, respectively; they do not represent the app's functionalities. This method extracts permissions from both AndroidManifest.xml files and the app stores then combine them as a unique feature to be used in classification. However, the permissions obtained from the app store are not enough precise to represent the actual requested permissions by an app [19] . This method may have problem for classifying unreleased or newly released apps since there is not any rating or number of rating information about these types of apps in the app stores. LACTA [28] extracts strings by decompiling DEX files as the feature where an app is represented as a document of terms. Then, by applying Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), two matrices as term-topic and topic-software are constructed; the similar topics based on the cosine similarity value are combined. Finally, according to the topic-software matrix, app are divided into the different categories. The size of the employed dataset is very small (i.e., only 49 app and 8 categories). This method simply considers an app as a bag of words such as a web page or a text document, thereby easily neglecting those features that represent the app's functionalities such as the requested permissions and API calls. Furthermore, the TF weighting scheme is utilized, which cannot accurately show the importance of a term in an app in comparison to TF-IDF weighting scheme [38] . In [36] , the permissions requested by the apps are utilized as the feature and the apps are categorized by applying neural networks (NN). However, the proposed method is actually applied to malware detection where NN provides a probability value as the possibility of classifying the app into a category. If this probability value is larger than a threshold, the app is benign; otherwise it is malware. The employed dataset is very small (i.e., 50 apps and 34 categories). In addition, real malware data are not utilized; instead, the permissions in some apps are randomly changed without changing their categories to generate the malicious apps. This method also neglects useful features such as the API calls and strings in app classification. Reference [29] utilizes web search engines and user smartphones to extract required features for classification. The app name is submitted to a web search engine and the content of the first page showing the results is obtained. Also, the historical context data and the app usage records such as time stamp, time range, profile, battery level, and location are obtained from the device logs. However, analyzing device logs on smartphones is expensive, time-consuming, and not always feasible and may pose issues to the user privacy as well. In addition, this method cannot be used for classifying unreleased or newly released apps since there is not any information about these types of apps in web search engines or users' smartphones. The method also considers the app classification as the problem of classifying simple text documents where many useful features such as API calls, permissions, and strings (minded from the apps) are neglected. Also, the utilized features are not stable since different search engines may provide us different textual information about an app. Reference [27] proposes a method for app classification where different features such as permissions, hardware components, and API calls are extracted to characterize the behaviors of apps; the best features for classification are selected by applying support vector machine (SVM). Actually, an app is identified as game or nongame one; then, it is classified into the predicted category by utilizing 
Proposed Method
This section presents our proposed method, AndroClass, in detail. Section 3.1 starts with an overview of the method. Section 3.2 explains the feature extraction mechanism. Section 3.
3 describes the refinement process of features. Section 3.4 explains the classification of apps. Section 3.5 discusses the specifications of AndroClass and the existing methods. Figure 1 , AndroClass performs three steps of feature extraction, feature refinement, and classification. First, the apps are unzipped by an archiving utility [39] . In the feature extraction step, three separate informative files as AndroidManifest.xml, strings.xml, and methods.txt are obtained directly from an unzipped APK file (i.e., the app). In addition, Android API List is obtained directly from the Android platform (i.e., the "android.jar" file provided by the Android SDK) as well. All this information is mined for extracting the API calls, manifest information, and strings as the feature types of an app. Consequently, the app is represented by the three separate vectors as A-vector, M-vector, and S-vector containing the above feature types, respectively.
Overview. As shown in
In the feature refinement step, we refine each of our feature types separately as follows. A weight is assigned to each feature value indicating its importance by applying the Random Forest algorithm [35] . The effectiveness of the feature type in classification is evaluated with its top feature values in various cut-off points by utilizing different classification algorithms. Finally, the cut-off point showing the best effectiveness (i.e., in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and Fscore) is selected to refine the feature type. In the classification step, the refined features in the previous step are combined into a single feature; each app is represented by a single feature vector, F-vector. Then, various classification algorithms as KNN [40] , NB [41] , SVM [42] , and DNN [43] are applied to obtain classification models. The appropriate category of an app can be predicted by these models.
Feature Extraction
Step. For feature extraction, we do not use the existing third-party tools such as dedexer, baksmali disassembler, and dex2jar used in [4] , [23] [1, 22, 24, 33] . We consider four possible candidates as API-package, API-class, API-method, and APIfull-method for API calls feature type where we utilize the API packages (e.g., "android.telephony" in the above example), the API classes (e.g., "android.telephony. SMSManager"), the API methods (e.g., "android.telephony.SmsManager .sendTextMessage"), and the API-full-method signatures (e.g., "android.telephony.SmsManager.sendTextMessage(L, L,L,L,L)"), respectively. In Section 4, by conducting extensive experiments, we evaluate which candidate is more beneficial to app classification and select it as the representative of the API calls feature type. In order to extract the four possible candidates of the API calls feature type, we utilize the information obtained from both the APK file and the Android platform.
First, we obtain the required information from the APK file as follows. The DEX file contains different sections such as a header, method ids, string ids, type ids, proto ids, and data. The method ids section contains identifiers for all the methods (i.e., APIs and user-defined methods) referred to the app and does not contain any duplicate entries. The string ids section contains identifiers for all the strings (e.g., classes, methods, parameters, variables, error messages, and dialogues) used by the app, which is sorted by string contents and does not contain any duplicate entries. The type ids section contains identifiers for all the types (i.e., classes, arrays, or primitive types) in the app and does not contain any duplicate entries. The proto ids section contains identifiers for all the prototypes (i.e., parameter list and return type for all methods) and does not contain any duplicate entries. The data section contains all the supported data for the other sections. In the header section, the offset and the size of each of the aforementioned sections are indicated; therefore, accessing to each section is easily possible [44, 45] .
To construct the methods.txt file (a list of all the available methods) of an app, we refer to the app's method ids section via its starting address in header and read all entries in the section until reaching its end. We note that the ending address of the section is easily calculated by adding its starting address to the size of the section, which is indicated in header as well. Each entry in the method ids section is a data structure that contains various kinds of information about a method including class idx, name idx, and proto idx as indices to offsets in the type ids section, string ids section, and proto ids section, respectively. We extract the method's owner class through class idx since its pointed offset in the type section also contains an index to another offset in the string ids section. Also, we extract the name of the method itself and its parameter list through name idx and proto idx, respectively. We concatenate the owner class to the method name and the related parameter list to make the full-method signature and store it in the methods.txt file. Second, we construct Android API List by applying the Java reflection to the "android.jar" file and obtain the descriptions (i.e., the class path, method name, and prototype) of Android APIs. Now, after obtaining all the required information, we can extract the feature for an app. First, we filter out every app's methods.txt file and neglect any entries that is not an API by using Android API List. Then, all the constructed methods.txt files (i.e., each app has its own methods.txt file) are combined together as a method set containing all the observed methods in the dataset. We note that A-vector of an app representing any of the four possible candidates as APIpackage, API-class, API-method, and API-full-method can be easily constructed by comparing the app's methods.txt file with the method set and applying some string manipulation techniques on entries in app's methods.txt file and the method set. For the API calls feature type (i.e., any of the four possible candidates), app is represented as a binary vector, A-vector, where each dimension corresponds to a feature value and the content of a dimension indicates the presence (i.e., value as 1) or absence (i.e., value as 0) of its corresponding feature value in the app. More specifically, A-vector of app is represented as A-vector(a)=< V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V −1 > with dimensionality ; is the number of feature values extracted from all the apps in the dataset before dividing them into training and test instances;
Manifest Information.
The AndroidManifest.xml file holds manifest information about the app and provides data that supports both the installation and execution of the app as follows [1, 9, 16] .
Requested Permissions. All the permissions that the app requires to perform critical tasks should be declared; for example, in order to send an SMS or access the smartphone's information such as IMEI, the app requires to request "SEND SMS" or "READ PHONE STATE" permission, respectively.
Hardware and Software Components. The hardware (e.g., camera) and software (e.g., VoIP) components that the app requires to access should be declared. The component could be either an essential one that the app cannot function without it or an optional one that the app prefers to have it but can function without it as well.
App Components. There are four different types of components in an app as activity, service, broadcast receiver, and content provider. The activity component implements the UI (user interface) of the apps, which can also have a return value. The service component implements a task without UI that is running as a background service. The broadcast receiver component enables the app to receive events broadcast by the Android system or other apps even when other components of the app are not running. The content provider component supplies an access interface to the data required by the app.
Intent
Filters. An intent facilitates communication between the app's components and also between different apps such as starting an activity, starting a service, and delivering a broadcast. The intent filter, which contains different data such as the action and category, specifies the types of intents that an activity, service, and broadcast receiver can respond to it; for example, a service component is only invoked when it receives the system intent with a specific action.
The aforementioned information in the AnfroidManifest.xml file can also capture the app's behaviors and functionalities [1, 9, 22] as API calls do; thus, we extract the manifest information to understand what operations an app executes. Since the AnfroidManifest.xml file is in the binary format, we decompile apps by using Apktool (https://ibotpeaches.github.io/Apktool/) to access the file in the nonbinary format [36] . Then, all the extracted manifest information (i.e., each app has its own manifest information) is combined together as a manifest information set containing all the observed manifest information in the dataset. We consider two possible candidates for the manifest information feature type as manifest-permission and manifest-complete. In the case of manifest-permission, we utilize only the permissions requested by the app. In the case of manifestcomplete, we utilize all the available information as permissions, hardware and software components, activities, services, broadcast receivers, content providers, actions, and categories. In Section 4, by conducting extensive experiments, we evaluate which candidate is more beneficial to classification and select it as the representative of the manifest information feature type. For the manifest information feature type, an app is represented as a binary vector, M-vector, where each dimension corresponds to a feature value and the content of a dimension indicates the presence or absence of its corresponding feature value in the app, as in A-vector, which is described in Section 3.2.1. M-vector of an app representing any of the two possible candidates can be easily constructed by comparing the app's manifest information with the manifest information set. Note that the dimensionality of each Mvector is identical to the number of feature values extracted from all the apps in the dataset before dividing them into training and test instances.
Strings.
The strings contained in an app normally represent its semantic information and describe the app's main functionalities [4, 46] as well as the API calls and manifest information. Therefore, the strings could be regarded as another useful feature for app classification. The strings.xml file is a single reference for various strings with optional text styling and formatting appeared in an app where each string has a name attribute as its unique identifier; Figure 2 represents a part of this file for the "Weather Forecast" app. We extract both the string and its name attribute since, as we can see in Figure 3 , the name attribute also can represent some semantic information about the app. The strings.xml file is located in ''/res/values/'' folder, which is in the binary format; to access this file, we decompile apps by using Apktool. Then, we remove nonalphabetical characters, split the strings, remove stop words including the Java reserved keywords as well, and perform stemming on the remaining strings. Finally, all the extracted strings (i.e., each app has its own strings) are combined together as a strings set containing all the observed strings in the dataset. For the strings feature type, an app is represented as a binary vector, S-vector, which is similar to A-vector and M-vector; S-vector of an app can be easily constructed by comparing the entries in app's strings and the strings set. Note that the dimensionality of S-vector is identical to the number of feature values extracted from all the apps in the dataset before dividing them into training and test instances. To the best of our knowledge, among all the existing studies in both app classification and malware detection topics, AndroClass is the first method that takes advantage of the information in the strings.xml file.
Feature Refinement
Step. In real-world applications such as app classification, there are lots of feature values, which are irrelevant for classification. Therefore, we have to perform the feature refinement to reduce the dimensionality and select those feature values that are mostly relevant for classification, thereby leading to a better effectiveness and avoiding the overfitting problem [27, 34] . To clarify the issue, consider the two following samples from our Google dataset. The "android.os.Message.sendToTarget()" API that is used by an app to send a message to a specific handler has been called in more than 90% of apps and the "INTERNET" permission that allows an app to open the network sockets and access to Internet has been requested in more than 95% of apps. Therefore, it is not effective in considering all the extracted API calls and manifest information in app classification. In the case of strings, we face the same issue as well.
In the feature refinement step, we employ embedded models [34] by utilizing Random Forest (RF) [35] . RF is an ensemble classifier suitable for multiclass classification containing multiple decision trees where each decision tree is independently trained with a randomly selected data. RF internally uses information gain [34] to assign a weight to each feature value as its importance in classification. We apply RF to refine each of API calls, manifest information, and strings feature types, separately. As an example, in order to refine the API calls feature type, the apps are considered by their appropriate A-vectors (i.e., only the API calls feature is regarded) where A-vectors can represent any of the four candidates API-package, API-class, API-method, or APIfull-method. We apply RF to assign the weight to each of the existing feature values and select top feature values in various cut-off points (e.g., 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10%). Since AndroClass is equipped with different classification algorithms as KNN, NB, SVM, and DNN, we perform feature refinement with each of these classification algorithms; the effectiveness of applying the API calls feature type to classification is evaluated in considered cut-off points by utilizing the classification algorithm, and the one showing the best effectiveness is selected to refine the feature. More specifically, we select four best cut-off points with each of KNN, NB, SVM, and DNN where API-package, API-class, API-method, and API-full-method have their own cut-off point. The same process is applied to refine the manifest information and string feature types.
Classification
Step. In the classification step, first, the features refined in the previous step are combined into a single feature. Consequently, an app is represented as a single binary feature vector, F-vector, which will be utilized in app classification. Finally, we apply four well-known classification algorithms to classify the apps. [40] . KNN is a nonparametric algorithm suitable for both classification and regression. KNN does not make any assumptions on the underlying data distribution, and there is not any explicit training phase. The training data is utilized during the testing phase where the distances between training instances and a test instance are measured; by using majority voting among the k-nearest training instances, the class of the test instance is predicted.
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
Naive Bayes (NB) [41] . NB is a probabilistic classification algorithm based on Bayes theorem. To estimate probabilities of the appearance of various classes under the condition of the appearance of a test instance by Bayes theorem, joint probabilities of feature values under condition of a class have to be calculated. NB simplifies this calculation with an assumption that feature values are independent under the condition of each class. [42] . SVM is an algorithm suitable for both classification and regression. Although SVM is originally designed for binary classification, it is also applicable to multiclass classification via multistage SVM where a maximum-margin optimization problem is solved by finding multiple hyperplanes that provide an ideal separation between training instances belonging to different classes. The margin is defined by the farthest distance between the instances of a class and all the instances belonging to other classes computed based on the distances between the closest instances from opposite sides, which are called supporting vectors. In testing phase, the instances are mapped into the same space to predict the appropriate category of an instance.
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [43] . DNNs are learning methods with multiple levels of representation, obtained by composing simple but nonlinear modules where all or most of them are subject to learning, and each transforms the representation at one level (starting with the raw input) into a representation at a higher, slightly more abstract level. With the composition of enough such transformations, very complex functions can be learned. DNNs discover intricate structure in large and high-dimensional features by using the backpropagation algorithm to indicate how a machine should change its internal parameters that are used to compute the representation in each layer from the representation in the previous layer. DNNs have dramatically improved the state-of-the-art methods in speech recognition, visual object recognition, object detection, drug discovery, and genomics.
To the best of our knowledge, AndroClass is the first method which applies DNN to app classification. Although DNN has already been utilized for malware detection and classification such as the proposed methods in [47, 48] , these studies applied DNN to only malware detection (i.e., classifying apps into two categories as malicious or benign) not for multiclass classifications (i.e., classifying apps based on their functionalities into the multiple categories).
Discussion.
AndroClass is an effective method to automatically classify Android apps based on their real functionalities, which performs three orthogonal steps of feature extraction, feature refinement, and classification. AndroClass has the following advantages over the existing methods explained in Section 2. First, AndroClass utilizes more useful features (i.e., 14 features) in app classification than the existing methods do; the number of utilized features by the proposed methods in [4] , [28] , [36] , [29] , [27] , and [26] are 5, 1, 1, 6, 11, and 1, respectively. Second, there are three main approaches for feature refinement as filter models, wrapper models, and embedded models. The embedded models embed feature selection with classifier construction and have the advantages of both wrapper models and filter models [34] . The existing methods proposed in [26, 28, 36] do not perform any feature refinement process, which is an essential technique to neglect irrelevant feature values and also avoid overfitting problem [27, 34] . The existing methods proposed in [4, 29] utilize filter models for feature refinement by applying information gain and maximum entropy models, respectively. Among existing methods, the proposed method in [27] is the only one utilizes embedded models for feature refinement by applying SVM based on only two classes as malicious and benign apps; however, in this method, the feature refinement may not be suitable for classifying apps based on their functionalities as explained in Section 2. AndroClass also utilizes embedded models for feature refinement by applying RF; however, on the contrary to the proposed method in [27] , in AndroClass, the features are refined for classifying apps into multiple classes based on their functionalities. Third, the strings extracted by decompiling DEX files, which are utilized by proposed methods in [4, 28] , may not be a suitable feature for app classification since this feature has difficulties to overcome the language barriers problem among apps. If two apps provide very similar functionalities but target users who speak in different languages, they contain strings in the target language. For example, both "ftfb" and "asos" are online shopping apps in Google Play Store; however, not only their titles but also the strings in these apps are written in Korean and English languages, respectively. On the contrary, in the strings.xml file that is utilized by AndroClass for extracting the strings feature, name attributes are always written in English even if the strings themselves are written in the other language (i.e., when the app targets non-English speaking users). More specifically, AndroClass can overcome the language barrier problem. Forth, in the proposed method in [29] , the utilized features are not stable. In the proposed methods in [4, 29] , the utilized features cannot clearly represent the actual functionalities of apps. Although utilized features by the proposed methods in [26] [27] [28] 36] represent the actual functionalities of apps, AndroClass considers more useful features (i.e., 14 features) in app classification than they do. Fifth, all the existing methods utilize only one dataset for evaluating the effectiveness of their classification methods; however, we conducted extensive experiments with three datasets (i.e., two real-world datasets and one manual dataset) to evaluate the effectiveness of AndroClass.
In Table 1 , we summarize the specifications of the exiting methods in comparison with AndroClass by considering the provided explanations in this section and Section 2. In this table, Snaz., Ghorb., Zhu., and Wang. are used for referring to the proposed methods in [4] , [36] , [29] , and [27] , respectively, since these methods do not have any indicated titles.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we carefully evaluate the effectiveness of AndroClass in app classification by employing two real-world datasets of Android apps and a dataset constructed by human experts. Section 4.1 describes our experimental setup. Section 4.2 presents the results and analyses of our experiments.
Experimental Setup.
We employ three different datasets for our evaluations; Google and APKPure are two real-world datasets constructed from the data obtained by crawling Google Play Store and APKPure, respectively. We have implemented a crawler to extract the apps, their category names, and their titles from the aforementioned online app stores. Furthermore, since it is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of an app classification method without performing user studies, we constructed a manual dataset by selecting a few number of apps from the above real-world datasets and carefully dividing them in various categories based on their functionalities where each app assigned only to a single category. We did not consider the apps' features (i.e., API calls, manifest information, and strings features) for categorizing them. Instead, we installed apps on smartphones and investigated their provided functionalities; then, we assigned apps to the categories based on their functionalities.
In the case of our real-world datasets, we cannot perform user studies since it is quite expensive and time-consuming with large datasets. Instead, in order to conduct accurate evaluations, we consider a fine-grained categorization in the Google and APKPure datasets. For example, in the Google dataset, there is an original category named "Tools", which contains various subcategories such as "Alarm", "Flashlight", "Calculator", "Input", and "Wi-Fi"; instead of considering a single category as "Tools", we consider multiple separate categories as "Tools Alarm", "Tools Flashlight", "Tools Calculator", "Tools Input", and "Tools Wi-Fi", respectively, each of which contains its own apps. We note that our employed real-world datasets contain apps that belong to more than one category (i.e., duplicate apps). Table 2 shows the statistics of our datasets where notation "#" denotes the number of instances. The #app column denotes the summation of the number of apps in all categories of the dataset.
Two possible techniques to avoid the overfitting problem in classification are feature refinement and cross validation [34] ; in addition to feature refinement, we apply the 10-fold cross validation in our experiments as well. Also, we consider 90% of the apps in a dataset as the training instances and 10% of them as the test instances. In order to evaluate the effectiveness, we utilize accuracy, precision, recall, and Fscore [37] as our evaluation measures, which are widely used to evaluate the classification methods. Before explaining these measures, we need to define some required terminologies as follows; positive (P) instances belong to the main class of interest, negative (N) instances belong to other classes, True Positive (TP) refers to the correctly labeled positive instances, True Negative (TN) refers to the correctly labeled negative instances, False Positive (FP) refers to negative instances that are mislabeled as positive, and False Negative (FN) refers to positive instances that are mislabeled as negative. Now, we can calculate accuracy by the following formulas:
where + is identical to the size of the dataset. In order to calculate precision, recall, and F-score, we compute these values per each category as follows:
Finally, we take the average values of precision, recall, and F-score over all categories as the final measures.
We employ scikit-learn [49] , which is a free software machine learning library written in Python to utilize RF, KNN, NB, and SVM in our experiments. In the case of DNN, we employ TensorFlow [50] , which is an open source software library for numerical computation using data-flow graphs. We apply the following settings to the classification algorithms based on the effectiveness evaluation through several experiments. In the case of RF, the number of trees in the forest is set as 500 for the manual dataset and 1,000 for the Google and APKPure datasets; the number of bootstrapped feature values is set as 0.5 where P is the number of feature values; and information gains are used to choose the best split. In the case of KNN, we set the number of neighbors for majority voting as 10 with the manual dataset and 30 with the Google and APKPure datasets (in the case that half of the nearest neighbors to an instance are positive and half of them are negative, we randomly select a category among the ones with highest probability). We use NB for multinomial target variables. In the case of SVM, we utilize the linear kernel where the penalty parameter is set as 0.3.
We employ two structures for the network in DNN as follows. In the first structure, there are an input layer, first hidden layer, second hidden layer, third hidden layer, and output layer where the number of nodes in these layers is set as P, P/2, P/4, P/8, and C, respectively; C is the number of categories. In the second structure, we have four hidden layers where the number of nodes in input and output layers are identical with the first structure, while the number of nodes in the hidden layer one to the hidden layer four is P/4, P/8, P/16, and P/16, respectively. With the manual dataset, we utilize the first structure since the number of values for each available feature is less than 20,000 as shown in Table 3 . With Google and APKPure datasets, we utilize the first structure when the number of values for the feature is less than 20,000 (e.g., APIpackage and API-class); otherwise, we use the second structure. In order to train the hidden layers in both structures, we use stacked autoencoder algorithm [47] . As the activation function between the input layer and the first hidden layer and also between hidden layers, we use hyperbolic tangent function (tanh) [51] and between the last hidden layer and the output layer, we use normalized exponential function (softmax) [51] . The information gain is used as the cost function where we train the models until the cost is less than 0.005 and 0.01 with the first and second structure, respectively. The learning rate is set as 0.001 and 0.0005; also the size of minibatch way is set as 10 and 30 with the first and second structure, respectively.
Results and Analyses.
In this section, we perform the feature refinement, select the best candidate for API calls and manifest information feature types as described in Section 3.2, and analyze the effectiveness of AndroClass in app classification. Table 3 represents our features and the original number of their values (i.e., before performing feature refinement) in each dataset (we consider those feature values that are used by at least one app in the dataset.). In the feature refinement step, for every dataset, we apply RF to refine each of the four possible candidates of the API calls feature type (i.e., API-package that represents API-package feature, API-class that represents API-class feature, APImethod that represents API-method feature, and API-fullmethod that represents API-full-method signature feature in Table 3 ), each of the two possible candidates of the manifest information feature type (i.e., manifest-permission that represents permission feature and manifest-complete that represents permission, hardware and software component, activity, service, broadcast receiver, content provider, action, and category features in Table 3 ), and also the strings feature type (i.e., representing string and name attribute features in Table 3 ) with KNN, NB, SVM, and DNN, separately.
Feature Refinement.
In order to refine the API calls feature type with the Google dataset, the apps are considered by their appropriate A-vectors, which can represent any of the four candidates API-package, API-class, API-method, or API-full-method. We apply RF to assign a weight to each of the feature values, which indicates the importance of the feature in classification.
The feature values are sorted in the descent order based on their weights and the top feature values in various cut-off points regarded from 2% to 10% in steps of 2% are selected. Then, we apply each of KNN, NB, SVM, and DNN to classify the apps based on their refined A-vectors in considered cutoff points. For each classification algorithm, the cut-off point that shows the best effectiveness is selected to refine the feature. Figure 3 illustrates the result of feature refinement for all the four possible candidates of the API calls feature type with the Google dataset. As an example, KNN shows its best effectiveness in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score when the cut-off point is set as 10% (since the best cutoff point is 10%, we considered two more cut-off points as 12% and 14%. However, the effectiveness of KNN in these two cutoff points are less than that in cut-off point 10%) in Figure 3 (a) and 8% in Figure 3 (b). Therefore, with the Google dataset, to refine API-package and API-class for KNN, the cut-off point is set as 10% and 8%, respectively. The API calls feature type is refined with the APKPure and manual datasets in the same way as with the Google dataset; however, since the number of feature values in the manual dataset are less than those in Google and APKPure datasets as shown in Table 3 , we set the cut-off points with the manual dataset from 5% to 25% in steps of 5%. Table 4 summarizes the best cut-off points for the API calls feature type with all the three datasets.
In order to refine the manifest feature type with the Google dataset, the apps are considered by their appropriate M-vectors, which can represent any of the two candidates manifest-permission or manifest-complete. We apply RF to assign a weight to each of the feature values, sort them in the descent order based on their weights, and select the top feature values in various cut-off points. Then, we apply each of KNN, NB, SVM, and DNN to classify the apps based on their refined M-vectors in considered cut-off points. For each classification algorithm, the cut-off point that shows the best effectiveness is selected to refine the feature. Figure 4 illustrates the result of feature refinement for the two possible candidates of the manifest feature type with the Google dataset.
The manifest feature type is refined with the APKPure and manual datasets in the same way as with the Google dataset; we note that the cut-off points with the manual dataset are considered from 5% to 25%. Table 5 summarizes the best cutoff points for the manifest information feature type with all the three datasets.
In order to refine the strings feature type with each dataset, the apps are considered by their appropriate S-vectors. We apply RF to assign a weight to each of the feature values and select the top feature values in various cut-off points. Then, we apply each of KNN, NB, SVM, and DNN to classify the apps based on their refined S-vectors in considered cut-off points. Figure 5 illustrates the result of feature refinement for the strings feature type with our three dataset and Table 6 summarizes the best cut-off points.
Best Candidate
Selection. Now, after refining the features, we select the best candidate for each of the API calls and manifest information feature types with every dataset for each classification algorithm. In order to select the best candidate for the API calls feature type between API-package, API-class, API-method, and API-full-method, we compare their effectiveness in app classification by applying each classification algorithm to our datasets. In this comparison, for each candidate, we employ its best detected cut-off point; for example, in the case of DNN with the Google dataset, we set the cut-off points as 8%, 6%, 4%, and 6% from Table 4 for API-package, API-class, API-method, and API-full-method, respectively. Figure 6 shows the result of this comparison with the three datasets; in this figure, for simplicity, each of the aforementioned candidates is represented as package, class, method, and full-method, respectively.
As observed in Figure 6 , API-full-method shows better effectiveness than API-package, API-class, and API-method in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score regardless of the classification algorithm with all datasets. The reason is that API-full-method provides more accurate information about the apps functionalities than the other three candidates. As an example, consider the two following API-full-method signatures created by method overloading technique as "android.content.AsyncQueryHandler.removeMessages(int 2%  4%  6%  8%  10%  2%  4%  6%  8%  10%   2%  4%  6%  8%  10%  2%  4%  6%  8% 2%  4%  6%  8%  10%  2%  4%  6%  8%  10%   2%  4%  6%  8%  10%  2%  4%  6%  8% what)" and "android.content.AsyncQueryHandler.removeMessages(int what, Object obj)"; the first API removes any pending posts of messages with code "what" that are in the message queue, while the second API removes any pending posts of messages with code "what" and whose object is identical with "obj" that are in the message queue. Regarding API-package, API-class, and API-method candidates, these API calls are considered identical where both represented as "android.content", "android.content.AsyncQueryHandler", and "android.content.AsyncQueryHandler.removeMessages", respectively; API-full-method is the only candidate that does not consider these two separate API calls identical. Therefore, we select API-full-method as the representative of the API calls feature type, which means hereafter that an app's A-vector represents an app in terms of API-full-method in the best cut-off point. By considering the aforementioned example, it is obvious that why API-package shows the worse effectiveness, and why the effectiveness of API-class is less than that of API-method regardless of the classification algorithm with all datasets. In order to select the best candidate for the manifest feature type between manifest-permission and manifestcomplete, we compare their effectiveness in app classification by applying each classification algorithm to our datasets. In this comparison, for each candidate, we employ its best detected cut-off point; for example, in the case of NB with the Google dataset, we set the cut-off points as 8% and 6% from Table 5 for manifest-permission and manifestcomplete, respectively. Figure 7 shows the result of this comparison with the three datasets. As observed in the figure, manifest-complete significantly outperforms manifestpermission in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score regardless of the classification algorithm with all datasets. The reason is that manifest-complete takes advantage of all the available manifest information as permissions, hardware and software components, activities, services, broadcast receivers, content providers, actions, and categories; however, manifestpermission takes advantage of only permissions requested by the apps. More specifically, manifest-complete provides more accurate information regarding the apps functionalities than manifest-permission. Therefore, we select manifest-complete as the representative of the manifest information feature type; hereafter, an app's M-vector represents an app in terms of manifest-complete in the best cut-off point.
We did not define any candidates for strings feature type; therefore, hereafter, an app's S-vector represents an app in terms of strings and name attributes features in the best cutoff point. For example, in the case of SVM with the Google dataset, we set the cut-off points as 8% from Table 6 .
Classification
Evaluation. Now, we evaluate the effectiveness of AndroClass in app classification. Furthermore, we suggest a setting of AndroClass, which may leads us to obtain high effectiveness in app classification with other datasets as well.
First, for each of KNN, NB, SVM, and DNN with our datasets, we combine A-vector, M-vector, and S-vector of every app into a single feature vector, F-vector. We note that, based on our experimental results explained in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, each of the A-vector, M-vector, and S-vector contains the appropriate features on their best cut-off points. More specifically, in Section 4.2.1, we detected the best cutoff points for feature refinement; also, in Section 4.2.2, we selected API-full-method and manifest-complete as the final representative for the API calls and manifest information feature types regardless of the classification algorithm with our three datasets. For example, in the case of DNN with the Google dataset, for every app, we combine A-vector containing API-full-method on cut-off point 6% (i.e., from Table 4 ), M-vector containing manifest-complete on cut-off point 4% (i.e., from Table 5 ), and S-vector on cut-off point 6% (i.e., from Table 6 ) into a single F-vector. After constructing the appropriate F-vectors of all apps for each classification algorithm and dataset, we apply AndroClass to classify the apps. Figure 8 illustrates the effectiveness of AndroClass in app classification with our three datasets. As we already mentioned in Section 4.1, the Google and APKPure datasets contain apps belonging to more than one category; however, this figure shows the results when AndroClass predicts only a single category for each app.
As observed in Figure 8 , AndroClass shows the worse effectiveness when it is equipped with KNN, while it shows the best effectiveness when it is equipped with DNN in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score with all datasets. The reason is that KNN does not perform any learning process and predicts the category for a test instance only based on its distances from training instances. On the contrary, DNN performs an effective learning process by utilizing nonlinear learning functions in multiple layers, thereby learning complex underlying relations in data. Table 7 represents the percentage of improvements in classification effectiveness when AndroClass is equipped with DNN over other classification algorithms.
As an example, in the case of the Google dataset, AndroClass equipped with DNN shows 77%, 70%, 114%, and 93% improvements in classification in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score over AndroClass equipped with KNN, respectively.
As observed in Figure 8 , although the APKPure dataset has a large number of apps and small number of categories than the Google dataset (i.e., the APKPure dataset is not well fine-grained categorized as the Google dataset), AndroClass shows lower classification accuracy with the APKPure dataset than that with the Google dataset regardless of the classification algorithms, which indicates that the misclassification problem in the APKPure dataset is much worse than that in the Google dataset.
As an interesting result, AndroClass shows a higher effectiveness with the manual dataset than that with the Google and APKPure datasets in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score regardless of the classification algorithms as observed in Figure 8 . Table 8 manual dataset based on their functionalities. Furthermore, it shows that the misclassification problem is serious in our realworld datasets and consequently in online app stores (Google Play Store and APKPure) which are used to construct our real-world datasets.
With the manual dataset, AndroClass shows accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score as 83.5%, 87.4%, 77.6%, and 82.3%, respectively, when equipped with DNN. Table 9 represents the accuracy of AndroClass equipped with each classification algorithm for all categories of the manual dataset where #APP column contains the number of apps in the category. We note that when a very large number of apps are assigned to a very small number of categories, the classification accuracy will be biased as observed with the employed dataset in [27] . In this case, the classification accuracy for the few categories containing the large number of apps are very high, while the classification accuracy for the other categories containing the small number of apps are very much lower than that for the former categories. However, since the classification accuracy with the former categories is high, the total classification accuracy will be biased to a high value. On the contrary, with our manual dataset, the difference between classification accuracy for various categories obtained by AndroClass is not high regardless of the classification algorithm as shown in Table 9 . For example, in the case of AndroClass equipped with DNN, the best accuracy (i.e., 91.5%) is observed for the Tools category, 7 categories have accuracy values more than 70%, and 4 categories have accuracy values more than 60%; the standard deviation of accuracy values for different categories is 11.06. Also, Table 10 represents the confusion matrices of the classification results with the manual dataset where AndroClass is equipped with KNN, NB, SVM, and DNN. In this table, the category names (i.e., defined in Table 9 ) are written short to save the space.
As already explained, Figure 8 illustrates the classification effectiveness when only a single category is predicted by AndroClass for each app. However, in the case of the Google and APKPure datasets, we did not perform any user studies and these datasets contain duplicate apps as shown in Table 2 ; as an example, the "Skype" app is assigned to three separate categories as "Communication SNS", "Communication Message", and "Communication VideoChat" in the Google dataset. Therefore, instead of predicting a single category for each app, we assign top N (i.e., =1, 2, 3) (note that we can set N to a larger value than three; however, in app classification, assigning a single app to a large number of categories is not meaningful and may bias the classification effectiveness) categories with the highest probability to each apps; Table 11 shows the accuracy of AndroClass equipped with different classification algorithms when top N categories are considered. When we consider top N categories, AndroClass shows the worse effectiveness when it is equipped with KNN, while it shows the best effectiveness when it is equipped with DNN in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score with both datasets regardless of the value of N. By increasing the value of N, the classification accuracy of AndroClass is improved as well regardless of the classification algorithm; AndroClass shows the significant classification accuracy as 71.2% and 67.6% with the real-world datasets Google and APKPure, respectively, when equipped with DNN and the top three categories are regarded. Although we conducted extensive experiments for feature refinement, best candidate selection, and analyzing the classification effectiveness of AndroClass, we can suggest the following setting that may lead us to obtain high effectiveness in classification when applying AndroClass to any other datasets. As the classification algorithm, we suggest DNN since AndroClass shows its best effectiveness in classification with our three datasets when it is equipped with DNN as observed in Figure 8 . As the features, we suggest utilizing the combination of API-full-method (i.e., API-full-method signatures), manifest-complete (i.e., permissions, hardware and software components, activities, services, broadcast receivers, content providers, actions, and categories), and strings (i.e., strings, and name attributes) on their best cut-off points; note that API-full-method and manifest-complete show the best accuracy among possible candidates for API calls and manifest information feature types as shown in Section 4.2.2 regardless of the classification algorithms with all datasets.
The values of the cut-off points are highly dependent on the size of the dataset; however, they can be easily detected by applying DNN on the aforementioned features as explained in Section 3.3.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an effective method, AndroClass, to automatically classify Android apps based on their real functionalities, which performs three orthogonal steps of feature extraction, feature refinement, and classification. In the feature extraction step, 14 rich and comprehensive features representing the actual functionalities of the apps are extracted and summarized into the three types as API calls (i.e., API packages, API classes, API methods, and API-full-method signatures), manifest information (i.e., permissions, hardware and software components, activities, services, broadcast receivers, content providers, actions, and categories), and strings (strings and name attributes). We developed a unified tool suite to mine APK files and the Android platform in order to obtain the required information for extracting the features. An app is represented as three binary vectors, A-vector, M-vector, and S-vector, containing the aforementioned feature types, respectively. For the API calls feature type, we considered four possible candidates as API-package, API-class, API-method, and API-full-method where the API-full-method was selected as the best candidate. For the manifest information feature type, we considered two possible candidates as manifest-permission and manifest-complete where manifest-complete was selected as the best candidate.
In the feature refinement step, we applied RF to refine each of API calls, manifest information, and strings feature types, separately. In the classification step, we combine refined features into a single one and an app is represented as a single binary feature vector, F-vector. Then, we applied AndroClass (i.e., equipped with KNN, NB, SVM, and DNN) to classify apps into their appropriate categories.
To the best of our knowledge, AndroClass is the first method applies DNN to app classification and mines the string.xml file to extract features for classification. In order to carefully evaluate the effectiveness of AndroClass, we employed two real-world datasets of apps, Google and APKPure, with a large number of fine-grained categories and also we constructed a manual dataset where apps are categorized by the human experts (i.e., authors) in 12 categories based on their real functionalities. Our extensive experimental results demonstrated that (1) AndroClass provides its best effectiveness regardless of the dataset when it is equipped with DNN; (2) AndroClass shows a significant accuracy as 83.5% with the manual dataset, which means the classification performed by AndroClass is meaningful and very close to human intuition since the manual dataset is constructed by human experts; (3) although the Google and APKPure datasets contain very large number of fine-grained categories and suffer from misclassification, AndroClass shows accuracy as 71.2% and 67.6% with these datasets when top 3 categories is assigned to apps.
AndroClass only extracts the required features from the information obtained by mining the APK files and the Android platform; therefore, it has different advantages over the existing methods for app classification as (1) AndroClass does not pose any issues to the user privacy since it does not access any parts of users' smartphones for feature extraction; (2) all the utilized features in AndroClass are stable and clearly represent the actual functionalities of the app; (3) it can be applied to classify unreleased or newly released apps.
We figured out interesting directions for our future work as follows. Since AndroClass utilizes the features representing the actual functionalities and underlying behaviors of apps, we can apply it to malware detection [15, 21] and malware classification (i.e., detecting the malware family) [52, 53] as well. However, we need to make some minor changes in AndroClass to make it adapted to the aforementioned topics. For example, we should differentiate between the security sensitive features (i.e., API calls and permissions) and the nonsecurity sensitive ones (i.e., strings and name attributes) when training the classification algorithms and constructing the models. Furthermore, we plane to analyze the efficiency of AndroClass when it is equipped with different classification algorithms. As an example, one possible solution to improve the classification efficiency could be employing distributed computing techniques in AndroClass.
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